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Abstract. In designing and developing adaptive learning systems, it is desir-
able to incorporate as much information about the learner as possible to better
tailor in instructional experience. Behavioral markers exhibited by the learner
offer a source of information with the potential to shape instructional content. In
the case of computer-based training environments, this source of information
may include behaviors ranging from mouse cursor movement, key stroke
dynamics, or eye tracking. We present methods for analyzing the mouse
behavior of a learner using kinematic data in situations where knowledge of
areas of interest on the screen are not known by the system a priori, as well as in
multiple-choice scenarios to analyze the amount of attention spent by the user on
various response items. The outcome of this work is to help inform and to
influence future studies in adaptive learning which may seek to incorporate such
sources of learner information.
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1 Introduction

Incorporation of behavioral data has become an increasingly active area of study across
a wide variety of domains. Search engines and online retailers have a great deal of
interest in understanding how users interact with their web pages [1, 2]; keyboard
dynamics and typing patterns have been used as an additional mechanism for account
security [3]; and research results in eye-tracking have found applications in brick-
and-mortar retailers in an attempt to improve overall customer experience [4]. Inclusion
of behavioral data into the domain of student learning may have the potential to
improve tailoring of pedagogical content [5].

The ultimate goal of this work is to understand and to respond effectively to
end-user behavior in such a way that training content is more optimally tailored to that
student’s needs. Increasingly, training scenarios tailor content based on student
responses to situations and their performance on trials and tasks. A potential
improvement to this paradigm is to include alternate sources of information to aid in the
tailoring process. For instance, understanding where a student’s attention is focused
may help us to understand possible sources of student confusion, and allow us to better
tailor instructional content to remediate specific learning objectives or increase the
training difficulty. Some potential vectors for behavioral markers include
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eye-movement, keystroke dynamics, and mouse cursor movement. This paper focuses
on mouse-cursor dynamics and their influence on student learning.

We provide a brief review of recent work in this field with a particular focus on
mouse-cursor tracking and the attempts that have been made to do trajectory and target
prediction, as well as post hoc analysis of cursor activity. Much of the work in the
predictive domain focuses on applying Kalman filtering techniques [6], neural net-
works [7], and kinematic models to raw mouse trajectory data [8]. Post hoc analyses
tend to emphasize the aggregate statistical properties of user behavior. We then present
a novel methodology for analyzing and classifying a user’s mouse activity according to
a set of behavioral heuristics suited for computer-based training. Results display data
gathered on raw kinematic information for target recognition and sequence tracking
which are aimed at identifying user velocity and acceleration information. Additionally,
we examine user responses on a simple multiple-choice quiz to investigate dwell times
and elapsed time between target identification and initial click.

Building upon this work, future goals are then to apply this framework to a student
study in which participants are presented with training material on a specific topic and
remediated based on both their raw response data as well as mouse tracking infor-
mation. Further extensions may include eye tracking via either webcam or specialized
devices, as well as real-time analysis of keystroke dynamics.

2 Mouse Tracking as a Behavioral Marker

Predictive mouse tracking is an active area of research with myriad applications.
Gaining a deeper understanding of how users interact with devices, and how they
interact with elements on computer screens is crucial to developing systems with an
improved user experience.

Biswas and Langdon [7] developed a neural-network based method for determining
user intent in an attempt to improve the user experience for individuals with severe
motor impairment. The network separates a single mouse movement into two main
phases. First, a “homing” phase denotes the period during which the user is deciding
upon an intended target. After the homing phase is identified, the system then predicts
regarding the user’s intended target. The network takes as input the velocity and
acceleration of the mouse cursor, as well as the bearing angle with respect to all target
locations on the screen. The network is trained such that it can recognize the “homing”
phase of a mouse cursor trajectory. When the network predicts that the mouse cursor is
within the homing phase, the system identifies the intended target by examining which
screen elements are closest to the position of the mouse cursor, and which are also in
line with the bearing angle of the cursor trajectory. The identified screen element is then
enlarged and highlighted in an attempt to assist the user in more easily selecting the
desired target. This approach is a successful effort in the reduction of pointing times,
and has found particular use in assisting those users with motor-impairments interact
with their devices more easily. However, this approach requires knowledge of screen
elements which the user may interact with for the purposes of calculating the bearing
angles and other kinematic information required to make predictions using their neural
network architecture.
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Pasqual and Wobbrock [9] explored a template matching approach based on
kinematic data to estimate the endpoint of a mouse stroke gesture. In this work, a
repository of historic trajectories was created and used as a basis for comparison on
new stroke gestures previously unobserved by the system. Using the elements of this
repository as templates, one then computes the closest matching template motion based
on a scoring heuristic to match the new data sample to the most similar template. Using
the total distance travelled by the selected template, the end point of the incoming
gesture is estimated to be the same pixel distance away from the starting point in the
direction of motion of the gesture. This work is novel in the sense that it provides a
means for endpoint prediction in a “target-agnostic” sense, in contrast to methods
which require knowledge of screen elements and their locations relative to the cursor.

3 Kinematic Analysis

One of the common ways in which analytics is done on cursor activity is via analysis of
cursor kinematics. To investigate this approach, a sample task was created in which
users are prompted to click on certain screen elements – occasionally in a specific
order. From this sample task, we can then track the user’s cursor across the screen as it
moves between various elements of interest and attempt to understand, at some level,
the user’s intended target based on raw kinematic information.

To extract useful information from the raw data, we base our method on Fitts’ Law
[10]. That is, as the user’s cursor approaches its intended target, the velocity of
movement will begin to decrease. With this model in mind, efforts focus on estimating
the local maxima of cursor velocity. We can capture this information then by pro-
cessing the raw input data of screen coordinates to understand the time at which the
user has ‘locked on’ to a given target. The raw input data consists of time stamps and
screen coordinates. Given this, it is trivial to calculate velocity components, as well as
the overall magnitude of velocity.

v2 ¼ xtþ 1 � xt
Dt

� �2
þ ytþ 1 � yt

Dt

� �2
However, due to the granularity of the data, this estimate is very noisy. To address

this concern, we employed a two-stage smoothing method. The first stage consists of a
simple moving average of the velocity data. This is done as a first pass at removing
some of the short-term fluctuations of the velocity data associated with micro-
adjustments of the cursor position. To further smooth the data, we then apply a
low-pass filter on the moving average data to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the
velocity data. The filter removes high-frequency artifacts such as mouse “jiggle” that
can occur during mouse movements.

Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of a user on a sample task in which they are asked to
click on various screen locations. Note while the user is directed to certain locations, the
underlying system has no knowledge of the actual spatial layout of screen elements of
interest. The blue/green curves indicate the position of the cursor over time, and the
black dashed vertical lines indicate the times at which the user moved on to the
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next question. The periodicity observed in this time series is a result of the fact that the
user must click in a specific region of the screen to advance to the next task. The
corresponding cursor velocities are displayed in the lower portion of Fig. 1. By iden-
tifying the peaks of the velocities, we are essentially identifying the moment at which the
user’s cursor begins to decelerate and hone in on the target location.

As a concrete example, consider a particular task in which the user is asked to
interact with screen elements in a particular sequence, as illustrated in Fig. 2. What is

Fig. 1. Screen coordinates for each activity in sample task (top). Magnitude of cursor velocity
for each frame (bottom). Vertical dashed lines denote individual frames of sample task. (Color
figure online)
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noteworthy about this specific task is that the most intuitive cursor path to accomplish
this would have the user pass through elements of interest, which are meant to be
interacted with later in the sequence. More elementary methods which only detect
intent based on bounding boxes surrounding elements of interest would then fail by
(1) over-counting the number of intended actions of the user and (2) misrepresenting
the temporal order of user intentions. The raw cursor trajectory of a user on this task is
displayed in Fig. 2. Temporal ordering of cursor location is represented by a color
gradient ranging from yellow (start of the task) to red (end of the task).

Taking in the raw kinematic data from this particular task, we must first smooth the
data perform attempting to identify the velocity peaks. This is a necessary step to avoid
finding many local maxima in the raw data, which would result in many timestamps
being erroneously identified as a peak. This is done by application of a Savitsky-Golay
filter [11], a low-pass filtering method to improve the signal to noise ratio. After
smoothing the data, we then can then detect the peaks of the system using standard
numerical software packages. The results of such a procedure as applied to the raw
cursor movement data represented in Fig. 2 are displayed in Fig. 3. Using estimations
of the local gradient to find local optima, a total of six peaks were identified. Four of
these peaks correspond to the locations of interest that are relevant to the task. The
additional points are artifacts of the user selecting the green arrow on the right-hand
side to advance to the next frame.

Using the timestamps of these identified peaks, we can then filter the original raw
trajectory data and visualize the locations and times at which the user’s intent was
recognized under this system, as illustrated in Fig. 4. There are several features of this
result worth noting. First is the fact that the system is able to identify all the intended

Fig. 2. Raw cursor screen information for a given sample task. (Color figure online)
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elements of interest on this trial task without having any knowledge of their location.
Such an ability may facilitate the design process of research projects and studies by
helping to alleviate (at least at some level) the encoding of bounding boxes for ele-
ments of interest on the screen. Further, we can see the system is able to identify the

Fig. 3. Filtered velocity curves with identified peaks.

Fig. 4. Identified locations of user attention based on filtered velocity data.
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correct temporal ordering of intended actions of the user as demonstrated by the color
gradient of the scatter plot markers. Combining this with additional domain specific
information may then allow for prediction of user intent.

4 Multiple-Choice Domain

In addition to examining user behavior on more open-ended tasks like those mentioned
in the previous section, we also investigated mouse cursor information in domains in
which the user’s expected range of motion is much more limited: multiple-choice
quizzes. In contrast with the above, the objective is slightly different. Instead of
attempting to make potentially predictive statements regarding the user’s intent, we
perform post-hoc analysis of user behavior across a series of multiple-choice questions.
The goal is to identify what choice(s) the user considered, and to estimate user con-
fidence when responding to a given question. Such information could then be used in
concert with a dynamically-tailored instructional component to potentially improve the
quality of training a user receives by remediating the learning process specific to the
user’s individual needs.

For the purposes of categorizing user behavior in the multiple-choice domain,
analysis focused on behavioral markers related to the user’s interaction with screen
elements: (1) total time spent on a given question, (2) amount of time the user’s cursor
spent hovering over each multiple-choice option, and (3) time elapsed between the
cursor hovering over an option and clicking. Using this behavioral information in
addition to score data associated with each multiple-choice response, we have devel-
oped a heuristic framework that classifies the user’s behavior on a given question as
falling into one of several categories. A brief description of each of these categories is
listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Behavioral categories and descriptions.

Category Description

1 Checkout Type I Learner makes a rapid, high confidence choice before there is
sufficient time to interpret the content of the questions

2 Checkout Type II Learner chooses a “checkout” option from the question options
3 Mapping Error Student makes a selection that indicates a misunderstanding of the

problem (categorization error)
4 Error of Omission For combo questions, learner chooses a response that leaves out

one of the correct choices
5 Error of

Commission
The user chooses an incorrect response from a multiple-choice
question

6 Close Call User weighs several options including the correct one, but ends up
making a wrong choice

7 Lucky Guess The user chooses a correct answer but appears to have little
confidence in that answer
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After the user has been presented with a given multiple-choice question and
responded, their actions on that question are analyzed in the following way. For each
available choice on a given question, let mi 2 m1;m2; . . .;mKf g denote the set of
responses where K denotes the total number of responses. The amount of time spent on
this frame denoted as T. We can then construct a list of the user’s behavior on a given
question by creating a series of tuples corresponding to the actions taken by the user
with respect to each response. This series of tuples takes the form:

a1
t1
c1

 !
; . . .;

aN
tN
cN

 !)(

Where N is the total number of unique visits to any of the response choices, ai is the
response visited on the i-th step, ti is the amount of time the user’s cursor was hovering
over a given choice, and ci is the time elapsed between hovering over the response and
clicking on it. Note that when specified in this way, the system is subject to the
constraint that

PN
i¼1 ti � T .

Given this series of observations, we can then construct a measure of consideration
for each choice based on the amount of time spent hovering over a given response, and
how many times the user may have selected that response. We calculate the partial
attention score for each response by taking the total non-trivial amount of time spent on
each response. That is, for choice mi,

Partial Attention(miÞ¼
X
i

max(ti�a; 0Þ dðmi; aiÞ

Here, a is a parameter that controls for what dwell times are considered non-trivial.
Here, we also introduce a kronecker delta to ensure that we are only taking the sum
over the relevant tuples within our series of observations.

To estimate the total amount of attention spent by a user on each response choice,
we also incorporate the information from the click deltas. In a similar manner, we can
augment the partial attention score by an additional term proportional to the total
amount of elapsed time between hovering and clicking a given response. This has the
effect giving heavier weight to responses that were selected by the user. Such a
weighting scheme also makes intuitive sense because clicking on a particular response
provides a much stronger signal of user attention that hovering does on its own. The
total consideration score (TCS) afforded to each response choice is then given by

TCS(miÞ¼ 1
T
ðPartial Attention(miÞþ

X
i

max(ci�c; 0Þ dðmi; aiÞÞ

Where the model parameter c controls for non-trivial click delta times. The final
score is then normalized according with respect to the total amount of time spent on
that question.

Given the vector of TCSs that have been awarded to each response for the question,
the vector is then reordered according to the magnitude of each element’s TCS.
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To determine if the user paid a similar amount of attention to multiple responses, we
then take the percent difference in TCS between neighboring elements of the reordered
TCS vector. If the magnitude of this percent difference is below some threshold, then
we regard the two choices as having been considered a near equal amount by the user.

Using this information, we can then discriminate between the potential user
behavior categories as defined in Table 1. In the simplest case of Checkout Type I, the
amount of time the user spent on a given question is compared with the median amount
of time spent as measured by some sample users. If the user spends much less time on a
given question compared to this median value, then the system indicates that the user
has not spent a sufficient amount of time on the question to consider or interpret the
material presented to them. For more nuanced categories like the Close Call, we
consider if the percent differences as
calculated by the associated TCS vector
indicate if the correct response was con-
sidered even if the response the user
ultimately selected was incorrect. This is
in contrast to behaviors typified by
Mapping Errors in which the user may
not have considered the correct response,
and instead weighed several incorrect
options. In the case of Close Calls, the
system has some confidence in the user’s
understanding of the material given that
the correct choice has a comparable TCS
relative to the selected one. In the case of
Mapping Errors, the user has not suffi-
ciently demonstrated this understanding
and may require additional instruction.
One can see then, by capturing these
behavioral markers that are often over-
look, one may be able to more finely tune
instructional remediation to better fit the
specific needs of the learner, whether it
be a quick reminder about instructional
content, or a more substantial review of
the material under study.

To estimate the free parameters of our
model, we examined the behavior of
several participants on a simple
multiple-choice quiz. Using behavioral
information gathered on a mock quiz, we
can then create an initial anchoring for
the values of the model parameters. The
results of this small-scale study are dis-
played in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Distributions of model parameters
gathered from trial study.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we outlined procedures for analyzing mouse cursor behavior from the
perspective of both raw kinematic data, as well as from more stylized data formats
more apropos to what one might expect to see on a multiple-choice test. The kinematic
analysis described here provides a simple yet effective method of uncovering the user’s
attention through a process of filtering velocity information and peak detection. Such a
method may assist researchers in understanding a user’s intent even in cases where the
computer-based training system does not have access to information regarding the
location of individual screen elements. The framework laid out for behavioral recog-
nition of user actions in multiple-choice scenarios is also noteworthy in that it provides
an inclusive framework for interpreting and discriminating between several categories
of user actions with minimal need for historic data.

Our future plans include incorporating this framework into a study regarding the
impact that behavioral markers may have when they are including as part of the
instructional tailoring process. Further work includes large-scale analysis of user
behavior to classify user behavior from a data-driven approach. While the heuristic
method described in this article presents a first attempt at the problem of understanding
behavioral cues of users, we would like the ability to employ machine learning clas-
sification techniques to better understand how users are responding. Larger scale
studies will provide data to support development of more data driven solutions (such as
classifiers derived from machine learning). These new solutions can then be used in
subsequent studies to refine mouse-based behavioral markers for adaptive learning
systems.
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